Our handheld and CNC automation finishing tools provide improved efficiency in secondary operations with less downtime, fewer tool changeovers and reduced user fatigue. Diamond tools from Abrasive Technology have greater diamond exposure resulting in a sharper cutting surface and increased ease of cut.

DIAMOND FINISHERS
Replace mounted points and carbide burs for applications including deburring, milling, chamfering and more. Available in both P.B.S.® Braze and Electroplated bonds, diamond finishers hold their shape with no redressing required. Ideal for work on alloys, composites, ceramics and steels.

FLEXIBLE DIAMOND TOOLING
Designed for contouring and shaping, as well as feathering honeycomb material or making delicate adjustments to a formed surface. The cool, rapid, even cutting eliminates surface distortion and greatly reduces rework and dig outs/scallops.

DIAMOND FILES
Provide the perfect solution for the toughest deburring and edge-shaping applications. Available in both Braze or Electroplated bonds.

*DIAMOND AND CBN FINISHING TOOLS AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM SIZES AND GRITS